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Along with the development of bioinformatics, the data of life science shows 
explosive growth. Especially in recent years, with the development of sequencing 
technology, people can get DNA sequence data in rapid increase. The similar 
characteristics of DNA structure suggests DNA sequences have similar functions. 
While the data mining is the most effective data analysis method, used to find the 
hidden rules from large amounts of data, and has been widely used in all areas. So in 
DNA sequence analysis, data mining technology has a very broad prospect for 
improving the data processing ability, playing an important role in producing valuable 
biology knowledge. Through the DNA sequence mining to extract the Bacterial DNA 
sequence characteristics for sequence classification also has the significant meaning 
for medical and bacteriological development, and can promote development of 
immunology as well as the bacteria genetic variation. 
DNA sequence data analysis and processing has become a hot spot in 
bioinformatics research. But for data mining research in DNA sequence, many 
difficulties and challenges still exist. At present the DNA sequence pattern mining 
methods are remain not ideal, with redundant results from mining operation, while the 
traditional methods to classify the DNA sequence are of low accuracy and efficiency, 
these are concerns and the problems to be solved. As for these questions, the main 
work in the dissertation is as follows: 
1. Improve a kind of bacterial DNA sequences pattern mining algorithm， 
which focus on the low operation efficiency and redundant results in the 
previous methods in the bacterial DNA sequence pattern mining. It 
introduces the HashMap structure with pattern division, to improve the 
searching space and the strategy. With the filtered results, the efficiency of 
the algorithm is improved and the redundancy is reduced. 
2. Improve a classification algorithm of bacterial DNA sequences in the thesis 
through the DNA sequence model mining for the DNA sequence feature 














a method of removing the independent random background, and optimizes 
the algorithm process. After the dataset partition, the classification efficiency 
and accuracy are further improved. 
3. Design and develop a bacterial DNA sequential data mining system, which 
can detect frequent pattern and classify the sequences, thereby assisting in 
future research on DNA sequences. 
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类基因组计划(Human Genome Project，HGP) 标志人类步入系统、全面解读和研
究人类遗传物质DNA(Deoxyribonucleic Acid)的全球性合作时代[2]。 
1987年，Hwa A.Lim博士首次将这一学科命名为“Bioinformatics(生物信息
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